Abstract
Introduction
Traditionally, the study of many-valued logics has identified logics with their sets of tautologies and centered on their study as such. With the notable exception of Kleene logic, which lacks tautologies altogether, the study of the entailment relations of many-valued logics has taken the back seat. It has, however, become increasingly obvious that such a study is called for, especially in cases where many-valued logics are applied in computer science to reasoning about various domains. For instance, Avron [1] has argued that Gödel logics are suited to formalize properties of concurrency and advocated a view of logics primarily as entailment relations. The present paper aims to take a first step in the investigation of the structure and properties of entailment in propositional Gödel logics. Unless otherwise noted, we will consider a logic as given by an entailment relation, not as a set of tautologies.
Gödel logics were introduced by Kurt Gödel [5] and also extensively studied, as sets of tautologies, by Dummett [4] . The set of truth values can always be taken to be a subset of the real interval 0; 1 , containing 0 and 1 and closed under greatest lower bound. 1 is the designated truth value. The language we consider consist of a denumerably infinite set Research supported by FWF Grant P-10282 MAT of variables var, the logical constants and ?, and connectives^, _, !. 
It is well known that TautV only depends on the cardinality of V , and in particular that TautV = T autV 0 whenever V and V 0 are both infinite. However, in general EntV and EntV 0 will differ even if V and V 0 have the same infinite cardinality but differ in order type.
DEFINITION Let
V k = f1 , 1=n : 1 k , 1g f 0g V " = f1 , 1=n : n 2 ! , f 0gg f1g V = f1=n : n 2 ! , f 0gg f0g
If V is a truth value set, G V is the Gödel logic corresponding to that set, i.e., G V = E n tV . In particular, G n , G , G " , and G 1 stand for EntV n , EntV , EntV " , and Thus G 6 = G " 6 = G 1 6 = G , even though all three truth value sets are infinite and jV j = jV " j.
Our aim shall thus be to establish the inclusion relationships of the various Gödel logics and in particular to characterize those which have a compact entailment relation. Entailment is compact iff, as usual, implies that for some finite 0 , 0 . As corollaries, we will obtain characterizations of the logics with r.e. entailment relations and those with interpolating entailment.
Structure of entailment relations
The following proposition will be used frequently in what follows. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.3.
The bound in (1) is tight, as the example of X _ : X shows for n = 1 . Proof.
The idea of the proof is easy: By Theorem 2.3, only the order of the variables induced by a given valuation is relevant to determine the truth value of a formula. Such an ordering can be expressed by a formula of the language, using X ! Y ^Y ! X ! X for: vX v Y or vX = vY = 1 , and X Y for vX = vY .
Every such formula implies that is equivalent to a variable in var , 1, or 0. Form the disjunction over all such implications. For a detailed proof, see [3] , Theorem 5.
Gödel logics were invented as a tool to study propositional intuitionistic logic. Consequently it is not surprising that there is a tight connection between Kripke semantics and Gödel logics. It is well known that TautV 1 equals the set of formulas valid in all linearly ordered Kripke structures. The connection extends to entailment; the truth value set corresponding to such structures with respect to entailment is V .
DEFINITION A linear
Kripke structure k is a function from var to f0g ! f 0g ! _ f1g ! (i.e., 0-1 sequences which, once 1, remain 1). We extend k to formulas by: 
We will show in the next section that an infinite-valued Gödel logic is compact iff its set of truth values contains a densely ordered subset. It should be pointed out right here that almost all infinite-valued logics are not compact. In fact, there is only one compact infinite-valued Gödel logic, namely G 1 , as Proposition 3.7 will show.
Classification of compact Gödel logics
We now turn to the characterization of those Gödel logics whose entailment relations are compact, as defined by the following 3.1. DEFINITION G V is compact if, whenever V there is a finite 0 so that 0 V .
PROPOSITION G V is compact if V is finite.
Proof. Let = f 1 ; 2 ; : : : g, and let X = fX 0 , X 1 , . . . g, be an enumeration of variables occuring in , 0 such that all variables in i occur before the variables in i+1 .
We show that either f 1 ; : : : ; k g 0 or 2 0 .
Let T be the complete semantic tree on X, i.e., T = V ! . An element of T of length k is a valuation of X 0 , . . . , X k,1 . Since V is finite, T is finitary. Let T 0 be the If T is not closed, it contains an infinite branch. Let v be the limit of the v N of nodes N on the infinite branch. We have thus succeeded in characterizing the compact propositional Gödel logics. They are all those where the set of truth values V is either finite or contains a nontrivial densely ordered subset.
THEOREM The compact Gödel logics are exactly those
given by the truth-value sets G n (n 2) and G 1 .
This follows from the next proposition, together with the fact that all infinite-valued Gödel logics have the same tautologies.
3.7. PROPOSITION Let 1 and 2 be the entailment relations of two compact logics, each satisfying modus ponens, the deduction theorem, and having the same tautologies. 
Interpolation in Gödel logics
Interpolation is a property usually defined for logics as considered as a set of sentences. A logic L weakly interpolates if, whenever L ! , there is a sentence so that var var var and L ! and L ! . Note that the proof actually establishes a stronger result: The definition of an interpolant requires the variables in to be contained in the intersection of var, 0 and var, 0 fZg. We have shown that no formula whatsoever, i.e., not even one that does not satisfy that condition, can serve as an interpolating formula. It is not necessary for a logic to be compact in order to interpolate. For instance, consider the many-valued logic on V with constants , ? for 1 and 0, respectively, and the operator | given by: |1=n = 1 =n + 1 and |0 = 0.
iff one of the following hold:
(1) | k X 2 with k unbounded, (2) ? 2 , (3) = |`X and | k X 2 for some k `, (4) = |` and | k X 2 or | k 2 for some k `.
In each case, an interpolant can easily be found for any partition of . However, the logic is not compact, as the example f| k : k 2 !g ? illustrates.
R.e. entailment relations
We conclude with a somewhat curious result. Propositional logics are considered "easy" in the sense that the validity problem of most is decidable, usually within reasonable bounds, in contrast to first-order logic. This situation changes drastically if entailment is considered instead. The following proposition shows that the question of whether a recursive set of formulas entails another formula is highly undecidable for non-compact Gödel logics. This potentially has serious consequences for the implementation and application of Gödel logics in inference mechanisms. 
